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Emotion Explored
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QOTD

Try one of  the these to fight anxiety:

“I matter.” –you are not defined by 

your anxiety. Repeating “I matter” 

helps reinforce your inherent value.

“Failure is Feedback” –failures provide 

an opportunity to learn and grow; 

treat it as such to help reduce the 

impact of  failure on anxiety.

Life consists only of moments, nothing more than that.  

So, if you make the moment matter, it all matters.

We are going to take a little different approach with this section this month.  Rather 

than focusing on an emotion, we will talk about “mantras.”  A mantra is a word or 

phrase that is repeated for some specific purpose.  It may help to maintain focus or 

enhance motivation.  Depending on where you look you will find the meaning of  the 

word to be “mind tool” or “mind-protection.”  The short, repeatable words/phrases 

are meant to provide you with a tool for getting out of  slump (use a positive mantra to 

help fight anxiety) or perform better (use a positive reinforcement mantra during a 

running race to battle the “slow down” demons).

Try one of  the these to enhance performance:

“Fast Feet” –use this to remind yourself  you 

have and can use fast feet to move fast.  Pick 

up the pace!

“Light weight” –made famous by Ronnie 

Coleman (8x Mr. Olympia).  Use this to get 

those weights moving for 1-more-rep.

mailto:Jason@insperoteam.com


Treatment Performance
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Share your thoughts with me: Jason@insperoteam.com

We made a huge leap forward in the first week of  July.

Our appointment consisted of  two root canals, two sections of  root reshaping (crown lengthening), eight 

buildup, and 12 rough crown preps (with provisionals that radically changed his occlusal relationship and 

aesthetics).

We began the appointment by reviewing everything with the patient (from procedures to financials).  I then 

used a matrix from the waxup to place provisional material (nice temp) over the teeth.  This gives me an 

approximation of  the new tooth position relative to the existing teeth.  I can then use this for tooth 

reduction purposes which allows me to preserve as much tooth structure as possible.

Treatment started with the centrals where we completed the root canals.  

Next, we moved to the Upper Left (photos) for our first section of  root reshaping.  I did a 

rough crown prep and provisional fabrication prior to surgery.  The procedure I use here is a 

mixture of  traditional crown lengthening and biological shaping (ala Dr. Danny Melker).  

Some superfluous soft tissue is removed, the flap is reflected only as needed (he had plenty 

of  attached tissue so I did not need to add any as Danny often does), the teeth are reshaped 

for cleansability and margin (of  the buildup) alteration, bone is reshaped as needed to allow 

ideal soft tissue healing in the area.  The tissue is then apically placed (at the junction of  the 

bone and tooth) and sutured using 5-0 poly.  The provisionals are trimmed short of  the 

gingiva and cemented with Duralon (for both sealing and antibacterial properties).  This 

same procedure was done to the upper centrals to gain tooth structure and aesthetic gingival 

position.

Next, the remaining teeth (UR) were prepped for crowns.  The cemented provisionals on the 

UL provide a stable vertical for us. 

Follow up will be in one month.  At that time, some of  the provisionals may be recontoured 

based on healing.  Final impressions will be at three months.

Immediately after reflecting the flap.  Note the concavity on 

#12, margin/bone position on #13, and buildup/bone 

location on #14.  There was also a mild vertical defect 

interproximal at 13/14.

After reshaping, before closing.  Note the 

concavity on #12 is greatly improved, 

roots are smooth, and we have distance 

from buildup to bone.

mailto:Jason@insperoteam.com
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Share your story with me: Jason@insperoteam.com

Or on our FB page: Inspero Team | Facebook

Goal Setting

Mindset…
The FLOW mindset continued.

Last issue we mentioned the Fixed 

vs Growth Mindset and 

highlighted the Locus of  Control 

concept.  Here we are going to go 

back to spend a little time on the 

Fixed vs Growth Mindset.  You’ve 

likely heard of  this and may even 

spend some effort trying to 

enhance your Growth oriented 

mindset.  What if  I told you there 

is benefit to having a Fixed 

mindset?  Ideally, we may want to 

latch on to a Fixed mindset for 

some things and a Growth for 

other things!

Let’s back up for a second.

Mindset = Collection of  Beliefs.

If  we can agree on this basic 

definition then can you think of  

any areas in which having a Fixed 

mindset might be of  benefit?

How about your ability to succeed 

or perform?  

Fixed vs Growth Mindset.

Fixed Mindset

Highly resistant to change.

Feels threatened by others.

Gives up easily.

Growth Mindset

Embrace challenge.

Welcomes criticism as feedback.

Pushes through setback.

Where do you find yourself ?

If  you find yourself  leaning too far 

towards a Fixed mindset the good 

news is that you have the power to 

make changes to develop more 

Growth oriented attributes.  Pick 

an area in which you need to 

work, then find a trusted colleague 

or friend to help you.  Use the 

various resources we’ve shared 

before to help as needed.

Next Issue – more on mindset!

mailto:Jason@insperoteam.com
https://www.facebook.com/Insperoteam
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Do you know someone that would enjoy our 

monthly newsletter?  Share this link with them:

Newsletter

NEW 

Small Group Doctor Retreat!

Doctors, uncover and set course on your future.

Jason will be facilitating a future-focused 

workshop with Corey Jameson of  Custom Dental 

Solutions (CDS) at this Fall Doctors Retreat.  This 

interactive event is limited to 12 people so sign up 

soon.

MORE INFO HERE

RLF&A

Emotional Intelligence

November 3-5, 2022

March 2023

www.frazeronline.com

T h e  E n d

https://insperoteam.com/newsletter/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7K2J-cO_tOI
https://customdentalsolutions.com/
https://insperoteam.com/drretreat/
http://www.frazeronline.com/

